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PART A 

1. What is meant by Sleeping Partner ? 

Sleeping Partner: 

Who do not take an active part in the business process but invest their money. 

 

2. Write full form of ISO and name the fint ISO. 

ISO  :  International organization for Standardization. 

First  ISO is ISO 8402 in the year 1986. 

 

3. What is Dummy Activity ? 

Dummy activity : Any activity which does not consume any resource or time is known as dummy 

activity. 

4. Define Accident 

Accident : it may be defined as any occurrence that interferes with orderly progress of activity or it may 

be an unplanned incident. 

5. List any two Quantitative Techniques in Manage 

a. Linear programming: Graphical , transportation method and simplex method 

b. Game theory 

c. Waiting line   

 

  PART B 

II 1. Write similarities in the contributions of Fayols and F.W.Taylor Similarities in the contribution Fayols and 

F.W Taylor. 

similarities 

Universality of management 

Scientific methods 

Importance of personnel 

Ideas through experiments 

Improvement of practice 

Books  

Mutual cooperation 

2. Explain the functions of store keeping. 

Functions of store keeping 
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3. State following game has a saddle point. 

 

Maximin = Maximum of row minimum = max(0,-3) 
       = 0 
Minimax =Minimum of column max = Min(5,4) 
     = 4 
Since maximin is not equal to Minimax, there is no saddle point. 
 

4. Describe Procedure for Registration of Small Scale Industry (SSD) 
 Registration would be done in 2 stages 

Provisional registration 
 Apply for power connection 
 Apply for financial assistance 
 Apply for hike purchasing machinery 
 Obtain sales tax, excise tax registration 
 Take other steps such as obtaining import license for capital goods 

 
Permanent registration 
 Factory building is ready  
 All requested machinery, testing equipment is installed 

Functions 
of store 
keeping 

Coordinator&
cooperator 

Receipt 

Storage 

verification 

Records 

Retrivel 

House 
keeping 

issue 
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 Power connection is obtained 
 An application for permanent registration is made 

 

5. List six objectives of Technology Business Incubator (T B I). 

Objectives of TBI 

 To create jobs, wealth and business alignment with national properties 
 To promote new technology / knowledge / innovation based starts 
 To provide a platform for speedy commercialization of technologies developed by the situation 
 To build a vibrant startup ecosystem, by establishing a network between academics, financial 

institutions , industries and other institutions 
 To provide cost effective value added services to startups like mentoring, legal, financial, intellectual 

property related service 

 

 

6. Describe Functional organizational structure. 

1. It helps in mass production by standardization and specialization. 

 2. No special knowledge of workers is required as the instructions are supplied by experts.  

3. Since foreman is responsible for one function, he can perform his duties in a better manner. 
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7. Describe basic steps involved in purchase procedure 

 

 

  
Step 1: Identification of the need 

INSPECTION 
BOSS 
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 Step 2: The description of the product characteristics 
Step 3: Drafting the specifications 

 Is it necessary to issue a tender ? 
Step 4: Supplier sourcing 
Step 5: In-depth analysis of applications 

 Perform a pre-screening 
 Carry out a detailed analysis of each proposal 
 The list of objective and subjective criteria to be taken into account 
 How many suppliers for the same product ? 

Step 6: Preparing for the negotiation 
 Technical preparation of the dossier 
 Opting for sequential negotiation 

 
PART_C 

lll. 

A. Describe Joint stock companies. 

a) A join stock company is an association of several persons called share holders who joined together for 
profit and agree to supply capital divided into shares that are transferable for carrying a specific 
business 

b) It comes to existence only after registration under Indian companies act. 
c) The company has continuous existence 
d) There are 2 type of join stock companies 

1. Private limited 
 Maximum 50 members  
 Large value share 
 Minimum 2 members 
 Public cannot be invited to subscribe share 

 
2. Public limited 

 Minimum is greater than 7 members 
 Small shares 
 Board of directors  
 Public invitation of shares 

B.   Briefly explain different types of training 

 Major methods of training  

 On the job training 
 Apprentice training  
 Vestibule training 
 Training by skilled , experienced and old workers 

 
 

OR 

IV   
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A) Explain Henry Fayols principles of management Henry Fayols principles of management activity of industrial 
organization can be divided into 6 categories 

1) Technical (Production & Manufacturing) 
2) Commercial (buying , selling and exchange) 
3) Financial (acquiring and using capitals) 
4) Security (Protection of property and persons) 
5) Accounting (stock taking, balance sheet, cost and statistics) 
6) Managerial (Planning ,organizing, command coordination and control) 

Fayol developed 14 general principles of management that applied to all type human organization 

B. Calculate the earnings of the worker under Rowan Plan and Halsey Plan (50-50). The standard time for a 
particular job is l0 hours and the time taken by the worker to complete the job is 8 hours. The hourly rate is Rs. 
6.? 

 Halsey plan-50-50 

 Wage=RT+ (50/100) x (S-T) x R 

  =RT+(S – T)/2 x R 

  =6x 8+ (10-8) / 2 x 6 

  =48 + 6 

  =54 

 Rowan plan:- 

 W= R x T +( S- T)  x R x T / S 

     =6 x 8 + (10 -8) x 6x 8 /10 

   =48+ 2x 6 x8 /10 

 =48 + 9.6 =57.6 

 

 

 

V . 

A. Draw and explain quality system documentation triangle 
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B. Describe Tender and Quota 

 Types of Tenders 

1. Open tenders 
2. Limited tenders 
3. Single tenders 

Generally tender and quotation are used for the same function that is it do a work / service or to supply 
some materials within specific conditions on the rate quoted 

Open tenders, bids are invited giving wide and adequate publicity. 

 

 

 

VI   

A Describe Store Layout? 

STORE LAYOUT  
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1. Incoming material receiving gate 
2. Place for dumping raw material 
3. Place for storing and checking raw material 
4. Place for raw material inspection 
5. Place for temporarily storing materials before putting them on racks 
6. Proper place for storing each type of material 
7. Main aisels 
8. Side aisels 
9. Service window 
10. Boxes containing materials to be issued 

 B. Describe the different type audits in the ISO implementation? 

Types of audits for implementation of iso 

1. Adequacy audit 
2. Compliance audit 
3. System audit 
4. Product audit 
5. First party audit( Internal audit) 
6. Second Party audit(customer audit) 
7. Third party audit(External audit) 

VII A.  

A project consists of, 6 activities R Q, R, s, T & U with a duration 4, 5, 6, 4, 3 and 6 days respectively. Draw the 
network diagram and mark the critical path. The dependencies of activities as shown below use AOA method. 

6 6 

6 6 

6 6 

5 

2 

3 

4 
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The critical path is 1-2-3-5-6 
   P  
 
Project duration is = 21 days. 
 
 
 
 
 

B. For the following pay off matrix of firm A, determine the optimum strategies for 

 
 
Maximin = Maximum of rowmin=Max(2,3,4) = 4 
Minimax = Minimum of columnmax = Min(7,7,4) = 4 
Maxmini = Minimax = 4 
So saddle point exists  
Value of the game = 4 
Player B gets 4 where player A loses 7 points or rupees. 
 
 
 
 

VIII 

A. Solve the following Cost matrix Transportation problem by Vogel's Method 
 

Q R U 
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B. Compare between CPM and PERT 
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SL.NO PERT CPM 
1 It is a problematic model with uncertainty 

in activity duration  
A deterministic model with well 
known activity timing 

2 Has 3 time estimate  Has only 1 time estimate 
3 Event oriented  technique Activity oriented technique 

 
4 Suitable in defense , R&D projects Suitable for civil, construction 

work, mechanical works, 
scheduling of plaint maintenance 
etc.. 

5 Does not give importance to critical path Gives importance to critical path 
6 It uses statistical method to calculate 

expected time 
Need not to require statistical 
methods 

 

   

IX. 

A. Explain 4E’s of accident prevention technique 
 

Engineering, education , Enterprising and enforcement accident prevention methods 

 Engineering methods 

1. Use safe material handling equipment. 
2. Use mechanical means of conveyance to ensure that safety of man engaged in material heading 
3. During transport materials should covered placed in stable holders and retained by means of wire 
4. Goods should be piled up 
5. Material handling equipment should be done maintenance 
6. Use personal protective device 

 
Education 

 Education  of employees  in practices can be done  

 Enterprising 

 It is developing safety consciousness among workers and management. 

 Some measures are as follows 

a. Hold safety competitions and award prizes to the winners 
b. Report safety activity to all employees 
c. Cross mark all accident area 
d. Display safety posters 

Enforcement 

 It means to  enforce adherence of safety rules and safe practices. Employees should be 
rewarded for safety rule and practices. 

B. What are the Functions of an Entrepreneur ? 
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1. Manage business and take decisions  
2. Study market and select profitable business 
3. Select plant size and site 
4. Organise the sales and hold the customers 
5. Promote new inventions 
6. Coordinate different factors of production 
7. Arrange raw materials , machinery and finance 
8. Employ the labours 
9. Deals with government departments 
10. Decide practicing policy 
11. Distribute wages for labours, interests to the capitals etc.. 

 
 

X . 

A Explain various Accident factors? 

The accident may be caused due to the following 3 factors. 
1. Mechanical factors 
2. Environmental factors 
3. Personal factor – unsafe acts 
Unsafe conditions: Reflect deficiencies in plant,equipment,tools etc. 
Mechanical factors 

a) Improper machine guarding 
b) Unsafe mechanical design 
c) Defective devices 
d) Improper material handling. Etc 

Environmental factors 
a) Too low temperature to cause shivering 
b) Too light temperature cause headache and sweating 
c) Too high humidity cause uncomfort,fatigue and drowsiness 
d) Defective and inadequate illumination causing eyestrain,glare,shadows etc. 

Personal factors 
a) Age and health of employees 
b) Home environment 
c) Financial position 
d) Lack of knowledge and skill 
e) Fatigue. etc 

 
 

    
B. Describe constituents of feasibility study? 
 It includes 

1. Market and demand survey 
2. Product and production analysis 
3. Material and man power  
4. Location site 
5. Economic and  technical evaluation 
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6. Preparation of feasibility/ Project report 
7. Cost-volume, Profit relationship and break even analysis 
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